10. What community activities have you enjoyed seeing residents partake in?
(sidewalk chalk art, Happy Valley’s I Spy Scavenger Hunt game, signs in
windows, school parades, etc.) Are there others you’d like our community to
try?
All of the above are great!
school parades.
I enjoyed finding a painted rock on a trail at Mt Scott Nature Park that said “one day at a time”. I did
NOT appreciate that people thought it was ok to do illegal fireworks at 7 pm “in honor of the healthcare
workers”
Bell ringing for 1st responders at 7 PM daily!
We have participated in I spy and birthday parades. It has been nice to see everyone out walking and
enjoying the outdoors as families.
Picking up after their dogs! The number of bags left behind on the street have grown tremendously.
We live in a cul de sac and have not seen much in the way of activities. Watching several of our
neighbors, you wouldn't think there was a stay in place order at all.
Chalk art, scavenger hunt
Taking walks and going hiking.
Enjoy the sidewalk art
Chalk art, school parades, scavenger hunts, etc. All are wonderful! Wish there was a list of all things
happening so we could participate more. Nextdoor only gives a small amount of information, HV
website for community “events” would be great!!
"I’m not connected to any of this. I’d like for the Farmers Outdoor market to reopen. Happy Valley
government can use that as an opportunity to bring people together in a socially distanced way.
Also. as the weather gets warmer, have outdoor concerts or kids movie nights with people 6-feet apart.
Perhaps find a way to provide computers or iPads, etc. to kids (first) for distance learner who have no
access due to economic circumstances (perhaps through a grant).
Keep in mind, Some residents who previously had money have no income now. They may drive nice cars
and still have the house (barely—by borrowing from everywhere, like their 401-k accounts), but there
needs to be a new way to qualifying “need” (like kids on a free and reduced lunch in schools) so that it
includes everyone. Note: I did not get the stimulus payment because I made too much money in 2018–
because I received a settlement (which I used to pay off credit card debt). But I was unemployed from
Sept. 2019-Feb. 2020. Still, I didn’t qualify. If there was a mechanism for assistance with maneuvering to
qualifying for government assistance (healthcare, unemployment, taxes), like referral experts, that
might be great.

If Happy Valley could find a way to lower or rebate property taxes, that would help. I would love to buy a
condo here, but your ability to raise taxes based on assessment (which is often skewed) terrifies me, so I
remain a renter.
As we settle into a new normal, it would be great to continue to have a mechanism like this to share
ideas. The Next Door app is great—what about a link to Happy Valley government?
Thanks for reading this."
"Try normal life again. More testing is showing that the spread and death rate are no more than the flu.
Take a stand for HV and tell the truth.
Don't support tracking for normal activities. Respect our constitutional rights."
I haven’t seen them on our street or it hasn’t felt coordinated where we could largely participate.
Walking. Teddy bears in windows. Hand painted yard signs.
Too busy working and home schooling to take notice of these things
Sidewalk chalk art
All of the above.
Like the painted rocks left around.
All listed have been fun.
Sidewalk chalk. Teddy bear scavenger hunt. Signs. Car parades. People walking more.
The sidewalk chalk art and messages have been heartwarming.
Would like to see people get outside, play in the parks, and breathe some fresh air in the sunshine.
Sidewalk chalk art
All the above.
I’ve enjoyed Sidewalk chalk, Easter eggs in windows & bears in windows.
I like the signs in windows. One house made PAC Man in all their windows - I loved seeing that!
I’ve personally enjoyed seeing signs in people’s yards thanking essential workers. The signs placed in
front of the hospitals- my hospital Sunnyside got “flocked” yesterday with happy pink flamingos- so
much fun. Happiness during a dim time. I love seeing people taking walks in my neighborhood and
seeing them come to watch and visit my horses in their pasture. I’ve seen people really enjoy the
painted hidden rocks! Didn’t know that was a thing until now. People paint pictures and inspirational
messages on rocks and hide them around the neighborhood for adults and kids to find and either rehide
or keep. And that inspires others to do the same!
Signs in windows

Sidewalk art chalk
Stories on the news.
I spy scavenger hunt.
I have no children at home but love seeing these activities for the children.
Silly walking cam
Hearts in the windows for the front line workers
Sidewalk chalk, signs in windows, school parade, painted rocks. Challenges for kids would be fun
Hadn’t noticed
"Sidewalk chalk has been wonderful
School parades
Group videos- generally music but some schools have done a great job"
They are all great, but we need to start opening our city. Rents here are very high and we are going to
lose businesses. Use local power.
Chalk art
Kids need to go to schools
School parades
Stadium lights on for high school seniors, “Bear hunts”, sidewalk chalk, painted rocks, inspirational
signs, Christmas lights, birthday car parades
Alot that you listed I have seen. Definitely makes me feel happy
Walking, biking
Love seeing all the people out and about
I am so glad that the HV Park is still open. I walk my dog there quite often. It is a beautiful park & I enjoy
walking through the wetlands. People are very respectful there & maintain social distancing. Thank you
for maintaining the park & keeping it so clean.
Just walked the neighborhood.
Walks, scavenger hunts, school parades,
Not needed
Signs in windows sidewalk chalk
Sidewalk chalk art, hearts in windows, scavenger hunt, Birthday parades.

I enjoy seeing these things in our neighborhood, but I have a little different perspective on school
teacher’s viral videos... our teachers still have PAID jobs and when they produce and put videos online
to say hello to their students showing themselves having a great time eating, baking, hiking, etc., that
can be very hurtful to others in our community, including their students/parents, who have lost their
jobs and are struggling!! We ALL need to be supportive of those who have lost jobs and are struggling to
put food on the table. I know you aren’t responsible for our schools, but you may have contact with
them here and there to share.
I haven't seen any activities other than people taking walks who usually take walks. The park is so dead
that the coyotes are taking over.
I am a teacher and have been unable to participate. �
None! Brown keeps taking more away. The suicide rates going to go up! Drugs and alcohol attics are
going to go up mental abuse is going up physical and emotional abuse two wives and their kids are going
up
Maybe this would be a good time for those stuck at home looking for things to do to turn parts of their
yards into backyard habitat for wildlife. This gets people outside, safely, which benefits their health
while benefiting wildlife and the environment in general. HV has a lot of lawn that could be healthy
habitat. Maybe virtual contests or sharing of yard photos and designs.
School parades
There is a company that comes out to decorate your lawn with flamingos �. So instead of sending
flowers she had this done. The flamingos stay in the the yard for 24 hours and then they come back and
remove them. It’s a really cute idea and the neighbors enjoyed looking at it on their walks!
sidewalk chalk art
Puzzles. Painting. Walks.
Anything that gets people away from hiding under the table.
I’m not out to see them, but I’ve read of them. Good to connect in these gentle ways.
Walk
Spring Mountain Elementary teachers doing a car parade through the neighborhood. �
I would like to see the community get back to work!! While OHSU prepared to care for hundreds of
COVID patients, currently there are less than a half dozen admitted. At the height, OHSU had just 13
inpatients. The portland area has gone virtually untouched by this virus. Those who have been affected
and have passed have all been elderly who had significantly compromised immune systems. The
numbers affected By COVID in the Portland area are substantially less than the numbers of those who
suffer from the flu each year in our community. It’s time for Oregon to quit fear mongering and quit
playing politics, and open back up for business.
Sidewalk chalk, ‘bear hunt,’ school parade, love rocks
-

All of the above
I enjoy seeing encouraging signs and fun yard art to lift spirits
Chalk art, bears in windows, families out walking,
Sidewalk chalk, bear hunt, art in windows.
Sidewalk chalk, school parade.
As stated above, I would like to see the Mayor encourage the people is HV to come out of their homes
at 7pm each night and clap for healthcare and essential workers. I think this would have a unifying affect
and we can wave to our neighbors.
Walks through closed park
I wish the city would empathize the social distancing through more communication
We’ve enjoyed all the above mentioned activities.
sidewalk chalk art, “Bear Hunt” walk, school parades.
Sidewalk chalk art has been fun. Nice to see more people out walking and with their pets.
Window signs. School parade
The school parade was cute, we like to play Pokémon go and go on walks
School parades, sidewalk chalk
Sidewalk chalk, signs in windows, walking outside while social distancing.
Love seeing people walk by my house, parades, etc. Love to walk in HV park.
Open businesses and protect those at risk
Not a fan of all the noise - banging pans at 7pm, car honking parades. Would love a beautiful Italian aria
or even a moment of silence in honor of those we‘ve lost or out of respect to the exhausted healthcare
workers on the frontlines.
Walking spending time outdoors gardening school parades, yes anything would be fun
Sidewalk art, signs in windows, teacher parades.
The school parade was wonderful
It’s been nice to see so many people out working in their yards. Our HOA (Scott Mountain) is going to be
renting yard debris dumpsters for the neighborhood. I think it’s a great motivation to get families
outside and working together.
We need to open our state back up and resume business as normal.
Parades
Zoom meetings

Don't let the Parks Department run a muck with the money. Spend, spend, spend! That's all they want
to do.
We've enjoyed the car parades
Most of my neighbors in the community are observing social distancing while walking in the
neighborhood we’ve seen the rainbows of thanks to the front line workers in windows and in yards
some out with the kids in the yard playing ball or just throwing a frisbee around for exercise a number
of people walking. I believe our community is doing whatever they feel safe doing with their kids at this
time.
Birthday & school parades, yard signs, sidewalk art
Stay home
I am not very clever that way. I always enjoy seeing events that give others joy.
I’m ok with whatever everyone is doing to stay busy & happy.
None. Been at home and all quiet in my neighborhood.
Sidewalk art is pretty cool. I don’t know about some of these you mentioned.
Sidewalk chalk, signs in windows, buy nothing group, kindness & generosity.
I’ve enjoyed the ones we’ve had so far
Yeah, parks open would be nice
Sidewalk chalk art, teddy bear hunt, thank you signs in windows and school parades.
I saw the school parade and that was nice.
Chalk, love rocks, teddy bear hunt, school parade.
Rocks
school parade. I'd like to see more activities young kids can participate in.
Teddy bear/stuffed animal hunt
School parades. We need to reopen basketball courts and fields for families to use with precautions.
Hand washing, one family at a time, etc. I can understand playgrounds for a bit longer, but courts should
be open if you bring your own ball.
All of your examples have been great! Graduation ceremonies for high school seniors can be done
outdoors where the risk is lower. Those that are afraid to attend due to high risk or those that are sick
can choose to stay home. People can wear masks if they feel that’s best. Just don’t take graduation
away from the students.
Everything that continues to figuratively bring us together, build community, and support & celebrate
each other while still keeping us safe - until a vaccine of some kind is widely available :).
Lots of walking, street chalk, car parades

Lots of people are out in the streets walking as families, jogging, kids playing with family members
outside. Most are good about physical distancing.
Sidewalk chalk, signs in windows, drive by birthday celebrations..
Opening businesses back up
A lot more family bonding and family time
Families spending time outdoors going for walks together, posted positive messages, sidewalk art, drive
by birthday wishes, house decorated for birthday celebrations
School parades and 7pm acknowledgments of front line heros.
We have walked at HV park, HV school, and MtScott ELEM
Side walk art chalk, drive bye for birthday greeting,
Geocaching in the community. Library doing on line activities. Oregon city library has live streaming.
They have done crafts , story time, you could even have featured guests for music time, book promos
(hiking books). Could also do Zoom so people could ask questions , make comments etc.
I haven't seen any. How about a 7:00pm shout out for essential workers and video it around HV to show
our thanks.
I have enjoyed all of the above and the painted rocks.
I’ve enjoyed seeing people walking more.
Signs in windows, sidewalk chalk art, school parades, waving across the street to random people
Sidewalk chalk art
Walking, gardening and sidewalk Easter egg hunts.
I am an older high risk senior who is not leaving home at all. I’m not aware of community activities other
that seeing children playing in the parking lot of my apartment complex.
All of the above.
Sidewalk chalk and neighborhood scavenger hunts
School parades
Finding the hidden rocks, bears in windows. Sidewalk art.
So many inventive ideas. Parades for birthdays or teacher visits. Teddy bear in the window. A lot more
people out walking, safely.
Haven’t seen much - I’m in a small culdesac so...
All of these. Hard to enjoy since we live in apartment complex
Bear Hunt, Chalk Art

Signs in windows, chalk art and painted rocks
Sidewalk chalk art, people getting outside and keeping a safe distance, seeing more of my neighbors and
getting a chance to talk with them, school parades.
Sidewalk chalk. Teachers going through neighborhoods
Bears in windows, sidewalk chalk art, school parades, birthday parades
School parade
We have enjoyed the bear hunts, painted rocks in neighborhoods, rainbow and hear window
decorations, the PacMan house, the forts built on footpaths, and the school parade.
School parades
Love the parades! Chalk, painted rocks, neighborhood obstacle courses.
Parades, walks
Signs in windows, scavenger hunts, birthday car parades
school parades, sidewalk chalk Z
Way more families outside enjoying each other.
Hunt game
Sidewalk chalk art
The HVE teacher parade was a welcome break in the routine and good for the kids
All of the above- all boosts our spirits
Heart Hunters o
walking
Chalk art window signs. Block party
I’d really like to get books and movies from the library again. I’d like to still have concerts in the park this
summer. And I’d like in-person social activities.
Chalk art. Daily outdoor gym Games for kids lead by a neighborhood dad. Kids offering to go shopping
and deliver food items.
I Spy Scavenger Hunt games have been fun. A pet parade would be fun.
Police parades for kids on their birthdays.
I’m staying indoors or in our backyard so haven’t noticed these things.
"Bears in windows
Sidewalk art

School teacher parade"
Signs in windows, school parades. I think it’s helpful for the city to continue to spread information about
staying home and wearing masks while out in public spaces. This is not over.
Help the elderly. If your healthy , help the unhealthy.
Hearts and signs, chalk art and painted rocks on neighborhood walks. People keeping distance but giving
eye contact and waved greetings where previously nobody looked up or greeted.
window jokes, sidewalk chalk birthday wishes.
I like all those listed above. Not sure of other ideas.
Daily walks, supporting local businesses
Bear hunt, sidewalk chalk, school parades.
All of the above and I like seeing more people out walking
I’ve enjoying when I don’t see anyone because they’re staying home. Promote that. Don’t promote
going out because then hoards of people congregate in open areas and parks, completely missing the
point.
"Anything is helpful and interesting. Any engaging activities for kids.
Creating a safe running and biking route through that steers people actively exercising off walking paths
(based on new info that runners/bikers should practice giving people more space than 6’)."
School parades
I spy and chalk art
All of these activities are such mood boosters! Love them all.
Side walk chalk art
Birthday parades.
Birthday parties and love even more that police has been involved, that’s awesome!
All of the above
Loved all these things!
Clap out for health care workers
I have loved the school parades. We do not have children but do enjoy it very much. It would be fun for
other neighborhoods to do parades for another neighborhood. “We Are Happy Valley”.
Chalk art is nice to see. Maybe ribbons tied to fence or tree for hope
Children scavenger hunts such as different objects in windows, such as bears for a couple of weeks, then
switch to something else etc.

Sidewalk art. Painted rocks by residents. School parades are great for the kids.
Sidewalk chalk art, keeping our PTO Facebook page updated, signs in windows for community hunts
Any type of activities that come up for school aged children, I believe they are impacted the most
We loved the school parade that HVE teachers/staff did through the neighborhoods!
School parade
"I spy scavenger hunts
Porch meetings on my street
Signs in widows"
I'm enjoy seeing citizens on social media.
We have enjoyed all of the above. Love the painted rocks left along sidewalks.
Parades, family outdoor activities, signs for healthcare workers
All of the above.
Open parks to walking/running only
I can’t think of anything specific.
All
"The city should offer virtual recreation opportunities.
Virtual yoga classes. Virtual knitting classes. Virtual games or sports activities for kids."
These are all cool!
Homemade signs at the hospital of support, local restaurants donating meals to essential workers at
KSMC
I’ve seen the sidewalk chalk art during my runs.
HV Library and Scouter’s Mountain Elementary videos
Girl Scouts at Home free curriculum
Signs in windows.
Police parades
"School parades
I'm open to any fun activities we can do while avoiding exposure to germs.
Coordinating making masks for residents."
I’ve enjoyed seeing the school parades.

All
Children going on a bear hunt while taking a walk. We put a few stuffed animals in the windows for kids
to hunt for. My kids did some beautiful sidewalk chalk art!
I have enjoyed seeing people out on walks with families.
I enjoy seeing the sidewalk chalk drawings and messages and also the Teddy Bear Scavenger Hunt. We
especially appreciated our teachers driving by our neighborhoods.
Hikes, sidewalk chalk, windows filled with hearts and teddy bears...something to look at while walking in
our neighborhoods.
Chalk art, parades, teddy bear hunt, rock walks
Haven't seen anything
I haven’t noticed any. Allow the community to self manage their safety instead of keeping parks,
businesses and other services closed down.
The parades have been amazing. A drive in movie would be amazing!
School paraded
Maybe a community online garage sale or buy/sell/trade type of thing online? Spotlight more local small
businesses to support.
Scavenger hunt, signs in windows, Christmas lights in yards,
Drive by birthdays
Sidewalk chalk, teddy bears in windows
Walking though the park. The likelihood of virus transmission in open space is extremely unlikely.
Virtual happy hours
I spy hunt game, school parades, the various schools spirit activities etc.
School parades, sidewalk art
School parades. The bear hunt
"Sidewalk chalk
Bears in windows for bear hunt"
No. Stay home.
All things listed and painted rocks and birthday parades.
Families going for walks in my neighborhood.
Teddy bear hunts, window signs, parades

side walk chalk art, teddy bear hunt, signs in windows
Our neighborhood has done lots of sidewalk chalk art and activities for people to do when on walks.
Hearts in windows, bears in windows, we did an egg hunt in windows for Easter. We do car parades to
celebrate birthdays for kids in the neighborhood. Saying hi from a distance to anyone you see.
Window decorations, school parade,
Sidewalk chalk art. Teddy’s in the windows. I’d like to see the community encourage kindness among
residents. There are a lot of judgements being made and people are extremely rude about how others
choose to live their life. It’s all very disappointing and I feel there is a lot of division.
Walking, being outdoors
These are great. I’d like to see the paths at the park be one way. It’d be easier to distance without a
group of 4-5 coming at you on a 5 ft wide path
School parades and the kind gestures of assistance from neighbors and friends.
I work at arguably the biggest hospital in oregon. I’m staring this in the face everyday. I just took a 10%
pay cut and may be laid off. The hospitals are ghost towns. This whole thing is complete ****.
Unity through HV Facebook groups
Hearts in the windows for first responders, bear hunt
Drive by birthday parties. Neighborhood lawn chair parties in driveways. Sidewalk chalk art. Someone
made signs of encouragement and put them in the nature park along the path, which was very inspiring!
"Birthday parades for family and friends
Not that I can think of."
Things in windows as we go for walks
"Chalk art. Scavenger hunt. School parade.
The city could do another scavenger hunt."
Any neighbor event with honoring social distancing
I’ve seen teddy bears, teacher parades and lots of sidewalk chalk art.
We haven’t done any of these things because we don’t want to be out and about when not necessary.
No, I want people to behave as they did before Covid-19. Sidewalk chalk messages just make me sadder.
I do enjoy seeing people out more as if it was spring break or summer vacation.
I have not seen because I stay home.
Hiking on neighborhood trail. Thank you for maintaining a great walking path!
All of them
They have all been lovely. Maybe something like a drive in and a movie night.

Sidewalk Art
School parades. Bears in the windows, riding bikes at social distance.
All of the above
School parades, sidewalk chalk, people out walking more.
Love the school parades. I hope we can set up a parade for the graduating seniors maybe just down
Sunnyside road or something?
I've stayed home for the most part except for walking the dog and grocery shopping. The sidewalk chalk
workouts were fun to see created by children. I heard the parade on Ridgecrest and wondered what was
going on. My husband informed me of the parade of teachers.
Love the sidewalk art.
Teacher parade, birthday parades.
Chalk art, signs in windows, teachers parade in cars
I stay home
Chalk art, teddy bear hunt. I'd love an ice cream truck to go by occasionally.
Maybe have scavenger hunts in an actual business to increase sales. Not every small business can do
delivery.
Parades
Most the people in my neighborhood are retired so many activities organized by HV do not happen. We
meet for cocktail hour with neighbors - 6" apart and BYOB and glass!
Drive-By Birthdays
I spy, sidewalk chalk art, painted rocks, parades
Chalk, parades, teddy bears in Windows, flying American flags...
Walking
They’re all nice community uniting ideas. We aren’t out and about at all except for my husband, so we
don’t see this stuff.
Kona ice day
I would like to see our community celebrate our high school graduates.
Sidewalk chalk art, signs in windows, and school parades.
Have seen no activities
Drive in!
Birthday parades

None in the area near EagleCrest community or in any outreach to apartment communities across from
CTC where management has not connected with city or county services/programs that might be helpful
to residents in need.
Chairs 6ft across from one another on their street to have a chat or two....keep current, see how
neighbors are doing and if anyone needs anything. Just talking helps if you have no one, or children.
School parades, painted rocks, chalk, window art
Walking and chatting in the neighborhood; driveway happy hours.
The parades, bears in windows and the sidewalk art
Bear hunt, sidewalk chalk,
School parade came by my house
I spy scavenger hunt, bear in the windows, etc. My family and I are going on a lot of walks and my kids
love looking for different things
Have loved the window displays, seeing families walking together and seeing households put their
Holiday Lights back up for cheer!
Sidewalk chalk art, stuffed bear scavenger hunts, school parades. Drive thru farms to get out the house
and stay distant at the same time.
Bears in windows!
Tons of people are out walking and exercising who I have never seen out in my neighborhood before.
Keep encouraging that, maybe we might reduce other health issues. We have seen the scavenger hunt
signs in or neighborhood - its a great idea. Lets do something more to celebrate graduating high school
seniors and college seniors - such a missed end of their last year. How about some extra fireworks on
what would have been their graduation night... or maybe spot lights from the CHS field... a request to
have the Oregon Air Guard fly over, a plane with a banner, a sky writer, hot air balloons... something
that is big and visible to many.
Loved the school parades! I’d like to see some sort of graduation/recognition for 5th, 8th and 12th
graders.
"What about a walker’s passport book, like if you visit several areas you get a badge or sticker or HV
swag?
Maybe make a couple of bike ways on Saturday or Sunday (someplace flat) so people could bike safely
with their kids."
It would be great to create a collective album/memory book of photos and stories depicting this once in
a lifetime experience.
The school parade was wonderful.
Sidewalk chalk art, signs in windows.

Enjoy seeing neighbors gathering together, continuing relationship building while keeping everyone
comfortable. Love seeing more police around interacting with kids.
They all have been great. I appreciate it all so much.
school parade. Anything fun and uplifting for the kiddos would be good!
Scavenger hunt was a huge hit with my family. We loved it!
"Chalk, signs, parades
Let’s do a drive in movie!!"
We have not been out in public and have not seen anything......except our neighbors are all cooperating
to minimize trips to the store.
Painted rocks, sidewalk chalk
I spy scavenger hunt, easter side walk messages. Sidewalk chalk block long skip, run, jump, spin walk
challenges
School parade
Sidewalk chalk
I haven’t really seen any of these. I have seen plenty of people playing together at parks and not social
distancing. I wish that more of our community would take this seriously.
Parades
Yes
All
Sidewalk art, safe gatherings in community sitting in lawn chairs, walking more
Picnics
Sidewalk chalk, school parades, signs in windows, walking
I think there is already too much interaction.
Putting bears in windows
School parades
I enjoyed time at scouters mountain nature park. Glad that the city has this beautiful natural area.
Sidewalk chalk, signs in windows, virtual art shows and storytimes via the HV Library.
I haven't seen any of these? The only ones I've seen are the ones that the folks in the Buy Nothing
Facebook groups created? I have not seen any HVMS or CHS parades.
Signs in windows, honking while driving by birthdays

Walking
Walking around the neighborhood and being outside.
Hopefully businesses will be open soon so we don't have to worry about these activities.
These are all great ideas. I would like to see streets closed to cars so people can safely bike, walk and
run.
Any that keeps their distance
I’ve enjoyed the signs in the nature park and the teddy bear hunt. I’d love to see the city participate in
the rainbow hunt.
I love all of the sidewalk art! My daughters and I have also tried doing activities outside and I enjoy
talking to so many people who walk past my house. I feel a strong sense of community as of late!!!
1) Loved the Spring Mountain School Teachers parade in our neighborhood! 2) Great to have nature
trails available to walk. 3) Fun to see so many people walking the neighborhoods.
Sidewalk chalk art
All of the above are nice. Perhaps a creative mask decorating contest to encourage more mask wearing?
I Spy, School parades, signs in windows. Anything that keeps people apart!
Sidewalk art, Painted rocks left around, school parade.
School parades, would like to see city-wide (happy valley) scavenger hunt (from vehicles).
Should not waste public resource on cop car parades or anything like that.
Basketball court should open up for kids to play on ......
Drive by celebrations
All of the community activities have been very positive
Have a Teddy in my window and a sign proclaiming I support Law Enforcement
Birthday parades, school parades, signs in windows, Easter egg decoration hunt
School parades
Parades, street chalk art
Sidewalk chalk, school parades, essential worker parades, signs in windows.
Just walking outside
Chalk art, signs in windows, school parades, birthday parades, virtual happy hours.
Sidewalk art and window hangings. I love seeing the posts where first responders are giving kids parades
for their birthdays if they are available.

"Walking, stair climbs, social distancing happy hours.
Open the tennis courts. Seriously."
sidewalk chalk. teddy bear hunt
People walking and walking their dogs!
Sidewalk art, teddy bear hunt
Love all the activities! Wanting to see if socially distanced gatherings are possible.
School parades and signs in windows.
Lots of walks around our neighborhood.
Sidewalk chalk, yard eye spy, things in windows/scavenger hunts
Messages on sidewalk
Bear hunt , sidewalk chalk
The scavenger hunt thing was pretty cool! Additional activities like this would be fun!
The distancing games etc...
Sidewalk chalk, signs in windows
side walk chalk, school parades, bear hunt, hearts and lights in windows.
Spontaneous music events
Walking the dog
Walking. Talking. Taking care of homes.
Nothing additional.
The scavenger hunt. Would like to see more activities that we can do while out running or walking the
pup
Bear hunt, window hearts, sidewalk chalk
All mentioned above.
Social distant birthday parties for kids! Writing on people’s cars with car paint, generally just finding
alternate ways to connect. I love how humans can relate to each other no matter the circumstances. We
are amazing.
Sidewalk chalk, signs in windows
Chalk art.
Walking
Sidewalk art, window decorations, sewing masks for healthcare workers

Signs in the window
chatting outside with neighbors
Mask making activity
School parades. It was great to see the neighbors out celebrating being positive. Can we do a
neighborhood food drive or local pantry support.
Child art, heart search, school parade, birthday parades.
School parades, scavenger hunt games
School parade and sidewalk chalk
Sidewalk art, window decorations, sewing masks for healthcare workers
Getting to know your neighbors more was great for us
Family friendly outdoor activities that allow for social distance
Maybe more interactive ideas with citizens. Help promote best decorated porch to support Rose parade.
Offer a local gift card to top three winners. Spotlight on graduating seniors.
All the fun home stuff
Chalk art. School parades. Daily walks.
Sidewalk art.
Love seeing my neighbors out with their families
Signs in windows, school parades
"School parades
Drive bys for birthdays"
Not an interest. I go to work and come home, and do not live in a neighborhood setting.
We have enjoyed the sidewalk chalk art, signs in windows & school parades.
Chalk art and signs in windows.
Unfortunately the parents in our neighborhood did not keep kids distanced during the school parade.
I think our community is doing a great job.
School parades, teddy bears.
We've enjoyed scavenger hunts, hiking, biking, school parade, and we're really looking forward to the
HV library Star Wars virtual escape room. The library has some great virtual activities right now. Just
saw my first sign today, hope that contest is still happening. There's also a lot of great support
happening in the HV moms and Buy Nothing Facebook groups.

Signs in windows
Mask giveaway
School parade, sidewalk chalk art.
Sidewalk chalk art, bears in windows
I spy
All have the above- keep us, especially kids, busy and engaged...
Maybe having a weekly city debriefing and plan live webinar with mayor Tom.
All of the above.
Sidewalk chalk art is great.
Sidewalk art, displays in windows. We should do a larger job to recognize essential workers. I never hear
anything at 7pm like other cities
Sidewalk chalk and signs in windows
I like the signs in the park, creative things people are doing on social media, parades. Seems like there
could be some more community challenges, something fun every one can do and share it. Or show off in
your window or lawn.
Scavenger hunts.
Ok... to be honest... your survey is too long! Good evening �
Havent seen any
not sure
We have watched the school parades, walked neighborhood and park paths, gone on bear hunt walks
and did a farm animal scavenger hunts.
School parade
School parades and family walks
I have not really seen much in my neighborhood but I like hearing about them.
Sidewalk chalk art
Chalk, stuffed animals and signs in windows, school parade, birthday parades, dropping off care
packages to friends
School parades
Loved seeing the elementary teachers drive through the neighborhood to show love and support to
students/middle school teachers video doing the same.
All of the above

Kids playing in my neighborhood, sidewalk chalk. Anything to help me feel normal. I pray we will have
our 4th of July Independence Day celebration. Please don't take this away from.
Sidewalk art. Scavenger hunts
sidewalk chalk art, I Spy Scavenger Hunt game, signs in windows
Anything positive is nice to see!
Many
Chalk art
Most of the above.
Love all the stuff in windows of people’s houses when we are out on walks
Signs in windows has been good for young kids.
Chalk art
Sidewalk chalk art, signs in windows, bears in windows.
Have enjoyed seeing the parades on Facebook.
Drive-by birthday greetings.
Walks/runs on trails. Backyard wine tasting 6-10 ft apart. Making Hero #selfcare gift bags to help
healthcare providers relax
Walking in park
no, stay home as much as you possibly can and wear mask when out
All of the above are great. I love seeing families out walking together.
Sidewalk chalk
School parades, sidewalk chalk
Painted rocks, bear hunts, teacher parade, etc.
My two young kids love to walk around our neighborhood looking for bears in the windows. The great
bear hunt.
"I saw a car parade and that was fun.
Maybe something like planting a covid flower."
No ideas beyond those but I have loved all the things people have been doing. Love the HV signs on
trails.
Teddy bear hunt
School parades and birthday parades have been so fun.

School parade
School parades
Parades
Our family is thinking ahead about how much we enjoy summer in happy valley with the 4th of July
fireworks and weekly concerts, splash pad etc. we enjoy seeing the community come together and hope
there are other ways we might come together if these are cancelled
Lots of walks by neighbors who we have never seen in the past, and we walk every day for 30 minutes in
the am.
The bear hunt was a hit with the littles. Parades would be awesome if we can put it together maybe
every two weeks or once a month. The kids need some fun things to do and see. Maybe something like
operation Santa but residents could sign up and decorate their cars. It would be fun to involve everyone
and have a route and time set up. Just need things for the kids to partake in or entertain them. It's been
rough and every parent I speak to is at they're breaking point. Thank you for taking the time to ask and I
think that's a great that you're working on ideas.
Enjoy all.
Sidewalk art, hidden painted rocks.
Everyone is out walking! Feels like a tight community!

